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WARRANTY CONDITION
 
PLURIFON guarantees that the products delivered  are free from defects in materials
and workmanship for a period of 24 months from the date of invoice to distributor.

If when under warranty the products is found to be faulty, PLURIFON will repair it
without any costs for labour or parts replace according to the conditions stated below.
PLURIFON reserves the right, in some cases, to replace the faulty product with another
of the same kind or against partial payment of it. 

This waranty is valid for all EEC and NON-EEC countries.

Transport costs for the product under warranty will be PLURIFON as far as the italian
 forwarding agent chosen by the distributor.

Conditions:

1) The warranty will be valid only if the product carries a label with the serial number
 corresponding to the date of our sales invoice. 
PLURIFON reserves the right to refuse acknowledement of the warrantyif the label
 with serial numbers has been removed or tampred with after the original purchase
 of the product by the customer or distributor.
2) THIS WARRANTY DOES NOT COVER:
- Periodic checks, maintenance and repairs or replacements of parts made necessary
 by normal wear and tear.
-  Damage to the products caused by: negligence and improrer use,including but not
 limited to use. Of the products for motives other than those for which it has been
designed and maintenance of the product itself;  repair carried out by unauthorised
 personnel outside PLURIFON.
- Accidents, acts of god, including but not limited to falls, lightening, 
water,heat sourceunexpected events, including but not limited to, falling,
lightening, water, heat sources and inadeguate ventilation.

Date of consignments...................Stamp of dealer...............................

Invoice N°........................................
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The Plurifon, to continuously improve the quality and performance of its

 products, introduced in the series of digital players MINI RDP2 a new audio 

amplifier with high efficiency. This allows to obtain a much higher battery 

life and does not generate heat

WARNINGS!

Read the instruction manual.

Instructions for the correct use of the “MINI RDP 2 MIXER” digital audio player

1-  Put carefully in connection external (positive + and negative -) because, 

     even if our players audio have a circuit protection against reversal of polarity, 

     the protections is not guaranteed to 100%.

2– Do not touch the gold part (pins) of the mini-card2 with your hands!! 

Any build-up of electrostatic charge on your body, especially in winter, could irreparably 

damage the mini-card2.

We will not accept and will consequently refuse all responsibilities with regard to

damages to the card, including feasible contamination of the data, through improper use.

When not in use, leave the mini-card2 in the audio player or keep it in its anti-static holder.

3 – Do not bend or squash the mini-card2.

4 – Always insert and extract the mini-card2 with the audio player switched off.

5 – Protect the audio player and the mini-card2 from direct sunlight, from rain and from

electrostatic charges.

6 – Should the audio player be accidentally dropped in water, switch it off immediately,

dry it and send it as quickly as possible to the “Plurifon” service centre.

If the water in which it is feasibly dropped is salty or brackish, the MINI RDP2 should be 

opened by removing the 4 fixing screws, rinsed thoroughly with soft water, dried and then

sent as quickly as possible to the “Plurifon” service centre.

Always take the batteries out when the player is not used in order to avoid

damages through acid leakage.

Plurifon accepts no liabilities for such damages!

Information for users

This product complies with Directive 2002/96/EC.

The symbol of the crossed-out garbage bin means that the product must 

be treated separately from household waste at the end of its useful lifetime 

and must be handed over to a differentiated waste collection centre of 

electrical and electronic equipment, or sent back to the dealer when 

purchasing a new equivalent device.

The user is responsible for handing the product over to waste 

collection facilities at the end of its lifetime.

Differentiated waste disposal, subsequent recycling of old equipment, 

treatment and disposal in an environment friendly manner all contribute in 

avoiding possible negative effects on the environment and on human 

health and also favour recycling of the material making up the product.

For further information concerning available waste collection methods, 

please contact your local waste disposal service or contact the shop from 

which you purchased the product.

Plurifon s.n.c. Is a registered AEE number IT 0902 000 000 5780 and certifies that 

the product has been placed on the market at a later date to August 13, 2005.
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SWITCHING THE MINI RDP 2 AUDIO PLAYER ON

1 - Put the battery in the dedicated compartment ot power the audio 
player with an external 12- 16 volt battery

2 - With tha audio player switched off, put a MINI CARD2 in the
relative slot with the gold side facing downwards.

3 - Connect a speaker or horn to the output on the left-hand side of  
the main power switch.

4 - Turn the black main power toggle switch to the left (ON) to switch
the player on; “t00” will appear on the display.

5 - To start playback of a bird call,wait until led change green, press 
the button        on the audio player’s keypad (playback will begin from
track 1) or press the button       (playback will begin from the track
with the highest number on the card).

 

DOWN

SELECTING BIRD CALLS

Each time the      and      keys are pressed, the track selection 
moves one track forward or one track back.

STOPPING PLAYBACK

To stop playback of a call,       press       or pause. 

VOLUME

Press the        and         buttons to adjust playback volume.
“L00” (volume 0)    

UP DOWN

STOP II

-+

NB: To ensure the best operating efficiency of the remote control 
( maximum transmission distance), both the Mini_Rdp2  player
and remote contro must be fitted with their respective aerials and the 
aerials must always be in a vertical position (facing upwards).

Obstacles, nearby high voltage power lines or operational mobile
phones, underground use  of the Mini-Rdp2, rain and fog may
reduce the operating range of the remote control.

SELECTING CALL TRACKS ABOVE NO.10

Press the        key (” t--” will appear on the display) then press the 
numbers, making up the track selected
( e.g. Track no. 12 =        => 1 => 2).    

PAUSING AND RESUMING FROM THE REMOTE CONTROL

Press the pause button        to pause or resume playback from the point
in which it was paused.
The pause function also proves useful when you want to temporarility
interrupt the playback of a call track number above 10, as it means that
playback can resumed by pressing just one button rather than three. 

REMOTE CONTROL BATTERY CHARGE LEVEL INDICATOR

The remote control has a red and green led which not only indicates
when commands are transmitted to the Mini-Rdp2  but also the
battery charge level.

Red or green led lit during transmission = battery charged.
Led off during transmission = battery flat.  

+10

+10

II
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PAUSING AND RESUMING

Press the pause        button to pause or resume playback
(“P” followed by the number of the track selected will appear on the
 display).
The pause button interrupts playback of a call in a certain point and
 resumes playback from the same point

REMOTE CONTROL BATTERY CHARGE LEVEL INDICATOR

The led under the word “ battery” indicates the audio player’s battery 
charge level.

Green = battery charged
Red led blinking = battery almost flat
Red led lit = battery flat

II

1 - Switch the Mini-Rdp2  on, holding down the       button at
tha same down until “L r n” appears on the display.

2 - Holding the remote control near the Mini-Rdp2 , press      
on the remote control for a few seconds.

3 - Press       on the Mini-Rdp2  (” t 0 0” will appear on the 
display). 

The Mini-Rdp2  is now synchronised with its remotecontrol. 
This synchronisation procedure does not need to be
repeated every time the Mini-Rdp2 is switched off.
The remote control will remain synchronised until it is 
de- synchronised.

DE-SYNCHRONISATION

1- Press the        button on the remote control.

2- Make sure the Mini-Rdp2 is really switched off properly
then press the         and         buttons on the remote control 
simultaneously ( the led on the remote control should blink red and
green).

The remote control will now no longer transmit to the Mini-Rdp2. 
To reactivate the remote control, it must be synchronised
again.

  

STOP

+

II

STOP

STOP

 

 
USING THE MINI-RDP 2  WITH  THE REMOTE CONTROL 

Important

Always keep a few spare batteries at hand for the remote control.
Battery type-12 volts.
All the main functions of the Mini Rdp 2  are available from the
remote control.
If the Mini Rdp2 has not already been synchronised with its 
remote control, proceed as follows:
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